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The crystalline strain properties of nanoparticles have broad implications in a number of emerging fields,

including quantum and biological sensing in which heterogeneous internal strain fields are detrimental to per-

formance. Here, we used synchrotron-based Bragg coherent x-ray diffraction imaging (BCDI) to measure three

dimensional lattice strain fields within individual 3C-SiC nanoparticles, a candidate host material for quantum

sensing, as a function of temperature during and after annealing up to 900◦C. We observed pronounced homog-

enization of the initial strain field at temperatures above 500◦C, and we find that the surface layers and central

volumes of the nanoparticles reduce strain at similar rates, suggesting a uniform healing mechanism. Thus, we

attribute the observed strain homogenization to activation of mobile point defects that annihilate and improve

the overall quality of the crystal lattice. This work also establishes the feasibility of performing BCDI at high

temperatures (up to 900◦C) to map structural hystereses relevant to the processing of quantum nanomaterials.

I. INTRODUCTION12

Wide bandgap semiconductors imbued with low concen-13

trations of specific types of defects in an otherwise high-14

quality crystal form the foundation of power electronics, op-15

toelectronics, as well as optical quantum devices and sen-16

sors. Silicon carbide (SiC) is one such wide-bandgap semi-17

conductor that is common in high power/high temperature18

electronics [1, 2] and micro-electro-mechanical systems [3]19

due to its unique combination of excellent chemical, elec-20

tronic, and mechanical properties. Specifically, SiC nano-21

materials find many uses ranging from abrasives and ceramic22

plates [4], to hosting single-photon emitters as potential fluo-23

rescent biomarkers [5].24

More recently, SiC has shown promise as an excellent host25

lattice for quantum applications with multiple optically ac-26

tive point defects [5–7] analogous to the nitrogen-vacancy27

(NV) center in diamond [8], as it offers a crystalline plat-28

form for well-isolated, optically active defects for quantum29

technologies, including quantum information processing, se-30

cure communication, and nanoscale sensing [9, 10]. More-31

over, the multiple polytypes of SiC [11] allow for a variety of32

band-gaps[12], electronic properties[13], and optically emit-33

ting defects[14], and make SiC an attractive and versatile ma-34

terial for next generation quantum devices. In this work, we35

focus on SiC nanoparticles as a model system for understand-36

ing annealing dynamics, in the context of nanoscale quantum37

sensing where SiC potentially has distinct advantages in scal-38

ability and nanofabrication methods compared to other mate-39

rials such as diamond.40

The functioning mechanism of nanoparticle-based quantum41

sensors for magnetometry, thermometry, etc., relies on subtle42

changes to the spin-dependent photoluminescence from op-43

tically active point defects within the host nanocrystal as a44

result of the environment outside the nanoparticle. Because45

large ensembles of such point defects are embedded within46

a single nanocrystal, it is imperative that the crystal be oth-47

erwise free of inhomogeneities. For example, remnant strain48

fields and uncontrolled defect populations resulting from the49

nanoparticle fabrication process should be removed to ensure50

as high-quality of a crystal as possible prior to processing the51

material for quantum applications.52

Such strain inhomogeneities can randomly perturb the op-53

tical transition frequencies, limit coupling to optical cavities54

and photostability, as well as broaden spin resonance tran-55

sitions [15, 16]. These detrimental effects could ultimately56

limit the sensitivity that can be achieved for nanoscale sens-57

ing or readout fidelities for quantum information process-58

ing and communication. For example, in the case of 3C-59

SiC, isolated divacancy defects have been observed with spin60

coherence times approaching 1 ms, which makes these de-61

fects, along with a better understanding of the excited state62

structure, amenable to advanced quantum optic protocols[17].63

However, the optical linewidths of defects in 3C-SiC material64

are 5-10 times broader than their 4H- and 6H-SiC counter-65

parts, due largely to impurities and high crystalline strain in66

the growth of 3C-SiC material. High strain also induces or-67

bital mixing, hindering the effectiveness of cycling transitions68

used for high contrast readout protocols.69

This work is also motivated by the need to understand70

strain annealing characteristics in bulk SiC for broader quan-71

tum technologies. In bulk, CVD-grown SiC, remnant strain72

fields surrounding single active defects can perturb the optical73

transition frequencies by several GHz. While these local per-74

turbations can be accounted for using electric-fields [18], the75

ability to improve the crystal quality of bulk SiC is necessary76

for these systems to scale for a number of applications, in-77

cluding efficiently coupling to optical cavities. Furthermore,78

strain can also adversely affect the quantum efficiency of light79
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FIG. 1. A schematic of the experiment is shown (a) in which a coher-

ent Bragg peak from a single 3C SiC nanoparticle in an ensemble de-

posited on a Si substrate is measured. The heater below the substrate

enables temperature-dependent measurements in an atmosphere of

flowing Ar gas. Using BCDI, the Bragg peak measurements are in-

verted to real-space 3D images that reveal the shape of the particle

(gray isosurface in (b)). Additionally, BCDI gives the internal strain

within the particle. The strain fields of this particle along the green

cut plane in (b) are shown in (c) at two different temperatures along

with histograms (d) of the pixel-wise strain values of the images that

show evidence of strain homogenization at high temperature.

emitting systems[16], which generally reduces photolumines-80

cence and photostability from the defect centers, limiting the81

signal contrast needed for both quantum information proto-82

cols and nanoscale sensing applications. The evolution of lo-83

cal strain fields in SiC nanoparticles under different annealing84

conditions therefore may also inform processing strategies for85

a number of SiC applications.86

Here we explore the intrinsic strain fields within commer-87

cial SiC nanoparticles (3C, cubic structure polytype) and re-88

port significant improvements in the internal strain homogene-89

ity of individual particles achieved during annealing to tem-90

peratures greater than 500◦C where point defect mobility in91

SiC is expected to activate. These insights were made pos-92

sible with in-situ x-ray Bragg coherent diffraction imaging93

(BCDI), and suggest a route towards processing inexpensive94

SiC nanoparticles into viable hosts for quantum sensing. Fur-95

thermore, these techniques could impact other applications96

that use SiC nanoparticles and have specific morphology and97

strain homogeneity requirements such as biomarkers, where98

smoother particles are more biocompatible and internal strain99

impacts performance [16, 19].100

II. METHODS101

The 3C-SiC nanoparticle samples used in this study were102

purchased commercially from NanoAmor. The nanoparticles103

were suspended in isopropyl alcohol and drop-cast onto a104

silicon wafer with a sufficient area coverage for BCDI ex-105

periments. The samples were mounted in a custom-built106

heater/gas-flow cell compatible with an x-ray goniometer in107

a helium gas environment, as in previous experiments [20].108

The BCDI experiments were performed at the Sector 34-ID-C109

synchrotron beamline at the Advanced Photon Source at Ar-110

gonne National Laboratory using a focused 9 keV coherent111

x-ray beam.112

A single suitable nanoparticle was measured as a function113

of temperature on each of five substrates prepared for this114

study. BCDI measurements were performed at the SiC 111115

Bragg condition (see Figure 1) with an x-ray area detector.116

The measurements entailed scanning the angle of the sample117

relative to the incident x-ray beam in fine angular steps about118

the Bragg peak of an individual nanoparticle and recording the119

resulting series of coherent x-ray diffraction patterns. From120

such a data set, three dimensional (3D) strain-sensitive images121

of the individual SiC nanoparticle of interest were generated122

using standard BCDI image reconstruction methods described123

elsewhere [21, 22].124

As shown in Figure 1(b,c), a single BCDI image reconstruc-125

tion yields both the external shape of the nanocrystal as well126

as the 3D internal spatial distribution of a component of the127

strain tensor. In this experiment, the measurement is sensi-128

tive to the lattice expansion/contraction along of the (111) lat-129

tice planes that diffract into the detector. This component of130

strain is hereafter referred to as ∆d111/d111. In the following131

analysis, we report the strain homogeneity of a given particle132

via the standard deviation (σstr) of the probability histogram133

of ∆d111/d111 of all pixels in the 3D image of the particle.134

(In a later section, we explore the spatial distribution of this135

quantity.) Examples of such histograms are shown in Figure136

1(d) with σstr reported for one SiC nanoparticle measured at137

two temperatures. The σstr metric conveniently captures the138

homogenization of the internal strain state of the particle at139

higher temperatures that can be visually identified in the spa-140

tial strain images (Figure 1(c)).141

Using the heater stage, repeated BCDI measurements of a142

given particle were performed at a series of temperatures from143

20◦C up to temperatures as high as 900◦C. At a given tem-144

perature, after waiting ∼ 30 minutes for equilibration, BCDI145

scans lasting ∼ 60s were repeated 10-15 times to produce a146

series of 3D images from which a mean σstr and uncertainty147

were derived. The uncertainties are reported as one standard148

deviation of σstr from the set of images measured at a given149

temperature. We observed that the no significant strain an-150

nealing takes place during the 10 − 15 minutes of measure-151

ment time, thus we take these uncertainties to represent ex-152

perimental errors under each measurement condition (such as153

heater stage drift) of a static-structured sample. A ramp rate of154

10 − 15◦C per minute was used to reach sequential tempera-155

tures while tracking the particle. For the five particles investi-156

gated in this study, BCDI measurements were performed up to157

a maximum temperature of 900, 900, 400, 800, and 750◦C re-158

spectively in temperature increments of 100−300◦C. With the159

exception of particle 4, BCDI measurements were also per-160

formed upon cooling to room temperature to record the hys-161

teresis of the strain states of the particles. The morphology of162
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FIG. 2. The evolution of the homogeneity of the internal strain field

(σstr) of two of the particles in this study (top and bottom panels)

is plotted as a function of temperature, showing a hysteresis due to

strain annealing at high temperatures.

two of these particle in their final measured states is featured163

in Figure 2(a,b insets), with the remainder shown before and164

after annealing in the Appendix Figure 7 showing a particle165

diameter range of 500− 1500 nm.166

Also shown in Appendix Figure 10 are scanning electron167

microscopy (SEM) images of (a) an as-prepared SiC sample168

for BCDI, and (b) the sample from which particle 4 was mea-169

sured after it was annealed to 800◦C. These SEM images show170

that the post-annealed SiC nanoparticles have a morphology171

that is characteristically smoother than the initial state. This172

effect can also be observed by comparing the BCDI images173

(Appendix Figure 7) of the initial and final states of the SiC174

nanoparticles in this study that were annealed to maximum175

temperatures above 400◦C. Such smoothing can be beneficial176

to certain applications of SiC nanoparticles, for example in177

biosensing or nanonoabrasives, however, for the remainder of178

the paper we focus on the observed changes in strain within179

the particles.180

III. HIGH TEMPERATURE STRAIN ANNEALING181

Temperature/strain hysteresis loops of two of these parti-182

cles are shown in Figure 2. In this plot, we observe that at183

temperatures above 500◦C, σstr decreases, and that the an-184

nealed strain state persists upon cooling. This was found to be185

true for all particles studied for which final room temperature186

measurements were made. Strain hysteresis loops for all five187

particles as well as plots of σstr as a function of time for all188

particles are shown in Appendix Figure 9.189

A plot of the reduced data for all particles in terms of the190

normalized quantity σstr(T )/σ
max

str
is presented in Figure 3.191

For clarity, cooling measurements are excluded, as the final in-192

ternal strain state for all particles was found not to vary signif-193
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FIG. 3. Normalized σstr of all five particles during heating (mea-

surements made upon cooling excluded). Vertical lines correspond to

temperatures where we observe a two-stage annealing effect likely to

correspond to the activation of certain point defects mobilizing in the

crystal. The average error bar (one standard deviation) is depicted in

the bottom left corner.

icantly from the strain state observed at the highest tempera-194

ture. From this plot, we find that particle strain states are unaf-195

fected at temperatures up to 400◦C (apart from one anomalous196

data point, discussed in the Appendix and not shown here).197

However, at temperatures between 600− 900◦C, we find im-198

provements in the relative homogeneity of the internal strain199

fields of the particles of order 15− 50% upon annealing.200

This two-stage strain annealing behavior can possibly be201

attributed to the activation of mobile point defects in 3C-202

SiC. Electron-paramagnetic-resonance experiments on bulk203

3C-SiC have found pronounced silicon vacancy annealing at a204

temperature of 350◦C and 750◦C and carbon vacancy anneal-205

ing at 500◦C [23–25] (indicated as vertical dashed and dotted206

lines in Figure 3). Other studies also indicate that this temper-207

ature range is associated with vacancy annealing in bulk 3C-208

SiC [26] and with changes in the stress state of polycrystalline209

3C-SiC thin films grown on silicon [27]. Additionally, the an-210

nealing of more complex point defect structures, such as the211

vacancy anti-site complexes are also thought to occur in this212

temperature range [26, 28]. We note that signatures of dislo-213

cations were not found in any of the BCDI images [29], such214

that strain annealing via dislocation motion can be ruled out.215

We also find that isolated or widely spaced stacking faults are216

not readily identifiable, as in other BCDI work on more per-217

fect gold nanocrystals [30], though their presence cannot be218

ruled out entirely given the non-uniformity of the strain field.219

Thus, we posit that mobile point defects account for the high220

temperature improvements in strain homogeneity within the221

particles measured here.222

Mobile point defects can relieve strain by, for example, the223

combination of an interstitial defect with a vacancy or by va-224

cancy migration to free surfaces. We observed that σstr de-225

creased by an average value of 5.5×10−5 in the SiC nanopar-226

ticles. Though this strain homogenization could take place227
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by many mechanisms, we consider the two above-mentioned228

simplified cases to roughly estimate the number of point de-229

fects that might be annihilated during annealing. The frac-230

tional relaxation volume per atomic site associated with a sin-231

gle lattice vacancy is relatively small (of order ∼ −0.3 in a232

metal [31, 32]), and that of an interstitial point defect is con-233

siderably larger and of opposite sign (∼ 2 for a Si interstitial234

in 3C-SiC [33]). Thus, in a non-ionic crystal, migration of va-235

cancies to a surface expands the lattice, while recombination236

of vacancy-interstitial Frenkel pairs contracts the lattice, and237

both mechanisms can account for changes in local strain fields238

[32]. We follow the treatment of Ref [32] to equate a change239

in σstr to a change in concentration of point defects, presum-240

ing σstr can be equated to a hydrostatic strain using the relax-241

ation volume numbers mentioned above as estimates. We find242

that, on average, the recombination of 8 vacancy-interstitial243

pairs or the removal of 30 vacancies per image pixel due to244

annealing (∼ 1700 nm3) can account for the measured degree245

of strain reduction. Due to the fact that in our calculation of246

the density of mobile defects we assume that all the observed247

strain is hydrostatic, the resulting estimates represent a maxi-248

mum upper bound on the number of mobile defects activated249

during the annealing. Access to multiple Bragg peaks from250

the same particle could corroborate this assumption, but was251

experimentally not feasible in this case. We also note that252

without more detailed knowledge of the processing history of253

the particles, it is difficult to estimate the initial defect con-254

centration in the particle with this simple model.255

The fabrication of low-cost SiC nanoparticles likely results256

in a large range of defects and inhomogeneities intrinsic to257

the synthesis process. As a result, vacancies and intersti-258

tials can be expected, along with other possible structural de-259

fects such as stacking faults and polytype inclusions. The fact260

that inhomogeneous strain fields remained in the particles an-261

nealed to 900◦C suggests that further strain homogenization262

requires more annealing time or higher temperatures that ac-263

tivate more healing mechanisms. Additionally, we note that264

further insight into these mechanisms could be gained by per-265

forming BCDI experiments at other Bragg peaks that have dif-266

ferent structural sensitivity, such as discriminating different267

SiC polytypes. Furthermore, high-temperature BCDI exper-268

iments opens the door to imaging experiments preferentially269

sensitive to specific types of point defects that are expected to270

have asymmetric associated strain fields.271

Nonetheless, in this study a mean final value of σstr =272

6.6 × 10−5 was found for the particles annealed to temper-273

atures up to 900◦C. We find pronounced strain homogeniza-274

tion of the nanocrystals at this temperature with an observed275

decrease in σstr of up to 50%. This result not only sheds light276

as to the strain healing mechanism, but can also potentially277

account for expected improvements in line-width of spin de-278

fect resonance transitions in SiC after annealing, analogous to279

those seen in bulk diamond [15, 16].280

Isolated divacancy defects have been observed in 3C-SiC281

with spin coherence times approaching 1 ms, which makes282

these defects, along with a better understanding of the ex-283

cited state structure, amenable to advanced quantum optic284

protocols[17]. However, the optical linewidths of defects in285
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FIG. 4. A comparison of strain in the 100-nm-deep surface layer of

the particles as compared to the central core of is shown for Particle

5 as an example. The same analysis was done for all particles. As

is shown, the strain in the shell is higher than that of the core at all

stages of annealing, and that both strains decrease together. The ratio

of the core/shell strain distributions is shown in Figure 5.

3C-SiC material are 5-10 times broader than their 4H- and286

6H-SiC counterparts, due largely to impurities and high crys-287

talline strain in the growth of 3C-SiC material. High strain288

also induces orbital mixing, hindering the effectiveness of cy-289

cling transitions used for high contrast readout protocols.290

Finally, we note that other polytypes of SiC, namely 4H291

and 6H, are also being explored as candidate materials for292

nanoparticle quantum sensing and may provide certain bene-293

fits because of the availability of different point defect symme-294

tries. Preliminary in-situ BCDI experiments on 6H-SiC sug-295

gest that the structural healing mechanisms observed in this296

work on 3C-SiC also apply to other polytypes and nanoparti-297

cles synthesized via other methods.298

IV. SURFACE STRAIN AND CHEMISTRY DURING299

ANNEALING300

Here we examine the relationship of the strain state in the301

near-surface region of the particles as compared to their in-302

terior volumes. We separately applied the strain distribution303

analysis described above to the 100-nm-deep surface layer304

(the “shell”) of the particle and the remaining inner volume305

(the “core”) at each temperature state. The results for Particle306

5 are shown in Figure 4, which represent the trend seen for all307

particles.308

We find that at all stages of annealing, the shell is consis-309

tently more strained than the core. However, the levels of310

strain of both the core and the shell decrease at similar rates at311

higher annealing temperatures, as shown in Figure 4. As a re-312

sult, we find that the ratio of shell/core strain remains constant313

throughout the process (Figure 5) while the particle undergoes314

an overall reduction of strain. This suggests that the mecha-315
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FIG. 5. The ratio of strain distribution width of the outer ∼100-

nanometer-deep surface layer compared to the central core for all

particles heated above 400◦C (symbol color legend as in Figure 5).

nism of strain reduction acts homogeneously throughout the316

particle and is bulk-like rather than surface-driven, as would317

be the case for structural healing via annihilation of existing318

point defects.319

This viewpoint is corroborated by ensemble Raman spec-320

troscopy measurements (Appendix Figure 11) that were per-321

formed in order to identify possible changes in the chemical322

makeup of the surface of the particles before and after anneal-323

ing. The pre- and post-annealed sample Raman spectra did324

not differ appreciably and showed no evidence of surface car-325

bonization in the post-annealed samples. Furthermore, resid-326

ual gas analysis of the exhaust from the sample heater cham-327

ber revealed no significant change as a function of temperature328

during the BCDI measurements.329

V. LATTICE EXPANSION AND QUANTUM SENSING330

The temperature-dependent BCDI measurements discussed331

above can also be used to measure changes in the overall (111)332

lattice constant of the particles, providing a direct measure-333

ment of the room temperature lattice constant and the coeffi-334

cient of thermal expansion (CTE), which plays a role in quan-335

tum sensing. The values of the (111) 3C SiC lattice constant336

were extracted for each particle temperature from the position337

of the Bragg peak in the area detector. The room temperature338

mean (111) lattice parameter for 3C-SiC was measured to be339

2.5146 ± 0.0068 Å for the five particles, similar to the value340

of 2.5109 Å found in literature [34]. The relative expansion of341

the lattice (∆d111/d
RT
111

) of all the temperatures and particles342

is shown in Figure 6. A linear fit to these data gives a CTE of343

4.97× 10−6, consistent with literature values [35].344

As thermometry protocols using the diamond NV center345

rely both on lattice expansion and electron-phonon interac-346

tions [36], the measured CTE value of these nanoparticles can347

also contribute to a more complete understanding of quantum348

nanoscale temperature sensing in SiC. In this context, direct349
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FIG. 6. Relative changes in (111) lattice spacing as a function of

temperature for all particles from which a coefficient of thermal ex-

pansion was extracted by linear fitting of the data (gray line).

measurement of lattice parameters of nanoscale particles that350

come from BCDI measurements can be used in conjunction351

with the local strain map and with theory to better understand352

the process of thermometry, especially when the approach is353

applied to other promising polymorphs of SiC [37].354

VI. SUMMARY355

We have shown that the internal strain fields present in low-356

cost commercially available 3C-SiC nanoparticles can be sig-357

nificantly homogenized by high temperature annealing such358

that the nanoparticles become more suitable hosts as poten-359

tial quantum sensors. The improved strain, measured with in-360

situ synchrotron-based Bragg coherent diffraction imaging of361

the particles, was found to persist to room temperature for all362

particles annealed to temperatures greater than 600◦C. This363

temperature range corresponds to temperatures where point364

defects have been found to anneal in bulk 3C-SiC and other365

polytypes, and thus we attribute the observed strain healing366

to the annihilation of mobile point defects. We support this367

hypothesis with an analysis of the strain distribution of the368

outer 100-nm-deep particle surface layer as compared to the369

inner volume and with Raman spectroscopy that together in-370

dicate that surface-mediated processes do not play a role in371

the observed strain annealing. Finally, we derived values of372

the average room temperature lattice parameter and the coef-373

ficient of thermal expansion from the Bragg peak positions of374

the particles, relevant to thermometry via quantum sensing.375

Importantly, this work also establishes the feasibility of per-376

forming BCDI at high temperatures (up to 900◦C) to map377

structural hystereses relevant to the processing of quantum378

nanomaterials. Further, it points the way towards more com-379

prehensive BCDI experiments that reveal the mechanisms of380

strain annealing in more detail, for example by imaging the381

full strain 3D strain tensor enabled by improvements in BCDI-382
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compatible in-situ hardware.383

Our results provide insight into effective annealing proto-384

cols and possible strain relaxation mechanisms of 3C SiC385

nanoparticles. These nanoparticle imaging techniques could386

also benefit applications where the understanding of particle387

morphology becomes important, such as in biosensing and388

nanoabrasives. The improvements in strain homogeneity as389

a function of temperature can also shed light as to processing390

strategies of bulk and nanofabricated devices of this and other391

SiC polymorphs, and impact specific areas such as improving392

quantum efficiency and reducing local strain inhomogeneities393

for broader quantum technologies.394
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VIII. APPENDIX416

Here, we present additional information including BCDI417

and scanning electron images before and after annealing, and418

we show the complete strain hysteresis plots for all particles.419

Also included are the results from the Raman measurements420

referenced in the main text.421

Figure 7 shows the final and initial 3D morphology of par-422

ticles 1-5 (gray isosurfaces), as well as a cut through the cen-423

ters of each particle that show a 2D cut of the spatial distri-424

bution of strain at room temperature and at the maximum an-425

nealing temperature for each particle. We note that in par-426

ticles annealed to temperatures above 500◦C, the morphol-427

ogy of the final state is smoother than that of the initial state.428

This smoothing was also observed by comparing pre- and429

post-annealed SiC BCDI samples with scanning electron mi-430

croscopy (SEM), shown in Figure 10.431

A plot of all the strain hysteresis curves is shown in Figure432

8. This same strain data is also plotted as a function of time in433

FIG. 7. The 3D morphology of all particles in their initial and fi-

nal states (left columns), and cuts through the interior strain fields

(right columns) at room temperature and at the maximum annealing

temperature.

Figure 9 where the coloration of the data points correspond to434

the measurement temperature.435

Here, we point out that an increase in strain was seen in436

Particle 2 between room temperature and 300◦C. This strain437

behavior was not observed in any other particle, and may be438

connected to surface effects on this particular sample.439
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FIG. 8. Temperature/strain hysteresis is shown for all particles in this

study. The hysteresis loops of Particles 1 and 5 are shown individu-

ally in Figure 3.
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FIG. 9. The annealing behavior of all five particles in this study,

showing the strain homogeneity as a function of time (x-axis) and

temperature (color). All particles show a decrease in overall strain

above 500◦C, with particle 3 showing no change in strain going only

up to 400◦C.

FIG. 10. (a) An SEM image of an as-prepared Si substrate coated

with SiC nanoparticles for BCDI study. (b) An SEM image of an-

other such sample after annealing to 800◦C. Particle 4 in this study

was measured from this substrate.
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FIG. 11. Ensemble Raman measurements were done of pre-annealed

and post-annealed SiC samples for BCDI measurements (offset for

clarity) with transverse (TO) and longitudinal (LO) optical phonons

at ∼ 780 cm−1 and ∼ 930 cm−1 respectively. There does not ap-

pear to be an appreciable difference in the two spectra, and, notably,

no signature of carbonization is present in either case, indicating that

this process did not play a role in the strain annealing behavior ob-

served with BCDI.
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